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								ZK Charts
								
									Hundreds of stunning and interactive charting for your ZK application
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								Keikai Spreadsheet
								
									A component for bringing Excel-like functionality into your web application
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								ZK Theme Pack
								
									20+ ready-to-use modern themes for beautifying your ZK application
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								ZK Pivottable
								
									An exceptional data analysis and summarization component for pivoting
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								ZATS Test
								
									A testing suite for creating automated unit tests for your ZK application
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								ZK Studio
								
									A productivity tool for developing ZK application in Eclipse IDE
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								ZK IntelliJ Plugin
								
									A productivity tool for developing ZK application in IntelliJ IDE
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				        		ZK Demo
				        		Interactive demos with source code helping you to explore the ZK power
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				        		Build your 1st ZK App
				        		An example project guiding you to get your first ZK app up and running
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				        		ZK Documentation
				        		A collection of ZK tutorials, references, smalltalks and Javadocs
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				        		Support
				        		Information on the what services we offer and how you can get supported
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				        		Information on public, private and custom training sessions
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				        		A place to interact with other ZKers and share your thoughts
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				        		Why ZK EE
				        		View the enterprise features for your mission critical projects
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		We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website.
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	Who's using ZK ?

	
		With over 1,500,000 downloads, ZK empowers a wide variety of companies and institutions, ranging from small
			to large in multiple industries. ZK's customers and users include Fortune 500 companies (such as Barclays, Sun
			Microsystems, Swiss Re, Oracle, Société Générale, Alcatel-Lucent, State Grid, MMC, China Southern Power Grid),
			governments (such as USA, Spain, Japan, Australia, China, New Zealand) and tens of thousands of developers in the
			world.
		

		
			Here is just a small list of companies, organizations and individuals who are using ZK. 
 To find out how ZK
			have met different development needs effectively, please read Case Studies.
		

		
			 Add your project and share with the world today! Please mail us.
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						Barclays Global Investors (BGI) [Fortune Global 500] is the leader in creating investment solutions and also one of
					the largest asset managers in the world. BGI manages more than $1.8 trillion in assets (December 2006) for
					institutional and individual investors across the globe. The development teams in Sydney and San Francisco are
					developing the new Web application with ZK.
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				Sun Microsystems,
						Inc. [Fortune 500] provides network computing infrastructure solutions that include computer systems, software,
					storage, and services. Its core brands include the Java technology platform, the Solaris operating system,
					StorageTek and the UltraSPARC processor. For the third year in a row, Sun is among the top 10 Fortune 500 companies
					that lead the country by providing outstanding commuter benefits to a significant portion of its U.S. Sun has chosen
					ZK as the frontend to refine a Web application serving Sun's customers in the world.
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				Swiss Re
					[Fortune Global 500] is the world's leading and most diversified global reinsurer, offers financial services
					products that enable risk taking essential to enterprise and progress. Founded in Zurich, Switzerland, in 1863,
					Swiss Re operates in more than 25 countries and provides its expertise and services to clients throughout the world.
					Swiss Re chooses ZK to build a system for customer use.
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				The United
						Nations (UN) is an international organization whose stated aims are facilitating cooperation in international law,
					international security, economic development, social progress, human rights, and the achieving of world peace. The Food
						and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations leads international efforts to defeat hunger, help developing
					countries and countries in transition modernize and improve agriculture, forestry and fisheries practices and ensure
					good nutrition for all. Take a look at EMPRES-i, a global animal health information system
					of FAO's Emergency Prevention Programme for Transboundary Animal Diseases.
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				The European
						Southern Observatory (ESO) is the foremost intergovernmental astronomy organisation in Europe and the world's most
					productive astronomical observatory. ESO's main mission is to provide state-of-the-art research facilities to
					astronomers and astrophysicists, allowing them to conduct front-line science in the best conditions. The ALMA
					Computing group is using ZK to build a portfolio of applications aimed at supporting scientific operations of the
					Array. "The RIA features provided by ZK enable us to offer an effective and intuitive GUI to our scientists!"
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				Lawrence
						Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), is a premier applied science laboratory that is part of the National Nuclear
					Security Administration (NNSA) within the Department of Energy (DOE). With broadly based capabilities and leadership
					in mission-focused areas of science and engineering, the Laboratory pursues major research programs in energy and
					environment, bioscience and biotechnology, and basic science and advanced technology.
The 3D CSI which won the
					"Creative Use of Java Technology End to End" in 2007 Duke's Choice Awards is a ZK-enabled
					platform-independent command-and-control software suite for the Department of Energy.
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				DreamWorks Animation SKG [Fortune Global 500]
					engages in the development and production of computer generated animated feature films for theatrical, home
					entertainment, and television markets in the United States. The company has theatrically released a total of 13
					animated feature films, including Flushed Away, Prince of Egypt, Shrek and so on. DreamWorks's Richard Holland
					talked about why they chose ZK at Pasadena's JUG. View his cool presentation file here.
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				Alcatel-Lucent
					[Fortune Global 500] provides solutions that enable service providers, enterprises and governments worldwide, to
					deliver voice, data and video communication services to end-users. Alcatel-Lucent today is one of the largest
					innovation powerhouses in the communications industry. Alcatel-Lucent is using ZK to rewrite Web applications.
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				State
						Grid Corporation of China [Fortune Global 500] is the largest electric utility in China, covering 26 provinces and
					regions which equals to 88% of the national territory. In 2005, SGCC sold electric power up to 1464.6 TWh and
					achieved a net profit of RMB14.4 billion yuan profit which ranked the 40th in the Fortune Global 500 in the same
					year. SGCC uses ZK to build a power-supply management system controlling the electricity network.
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				Bell Canada
						Enterprise (BCE) [Fortune Global 500] is Canada's largest communications company, providing the most comprehensive
					and innovative suite of communication services to residential and business customers in Canada. For 127 years Bell
					Canada has served Canadians' communication needs. Recently, an advance internal people searching tool has been
					provided in the company. In this project, ZK is adopted as the front end and a complex conceptual search engine is
					behind the scene. Architech Solutions and Singens Inc. worked on
					the project.
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				eBay is The
					World's Online Marketplace®, enabling trade on a local, national and international basis. With a diverse and
					passionate community of individuals and small businesses, eBay offers an online platform where millions of items are
					traded each day. With a presence in 39 markets, including the U.S., and approximately 84 million active users
					worldwide, eBay has changed the face of Internet commerce.
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				Toyota
						Motor Corporation [Fortune Global 500] is a multinational corporation headquartered in Japan and is the world's
					largest automaker. In addition to manufacturing automobiles, Toyota provides financial services through its division
					Toyota Financial Services and also creates robots. Toyota Industries and Finance divisions form the bulk of the
					Toyota Group, one of the largest conglomerates in the world.
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				Telstra
					[Fortune Global 500] is Australia's leading telecommunications and information services company, with one of the
					best known brands in the country. Telstra offers a full range of services and compete in all telecommunications
					markets throughout Australia, providing more than 9.6 million Australian fixed line and 9.4 million mobile services,
					including 4.4 million 3G services.
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				T-Systems,
					a division of Deutsche Telekom [Fortune Global
					500], provides desktop services, systems integration, computing and network services and e-business. Some 46,000
					employees combine industry expertise and ICT innovations to add noticeable value to T-systems customers' core
					business all over the world.
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				BT Group plc [Global
					500], formerly known as British Telecom, is the largest communications service provider in the United Kingdom. It
					operates in more than 170 countries worldwide. The Company’s principal activities include the provision of networked
					information technology (IT) services; local, national and international telecommunications services; broadband and
					Internet products and services, and converged fixed/mobile products and services.
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				The
						Samsung Group [Global 500] is the world's largest conglomerate. Samsung's flagship unit is Samsung Electronics,
					which is the world's top maker of DRAMs and other memory chips, as well as a global heavyweight in all sorts of
					electronic gear, including LCD panels, DVD players, and wireless phones.
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				Oracle
						Corporation [Fortune Global 500] specializes in developing and marketing enterprise software products —
					particularly database management systems. Through organic growth and a number of high-profile acquisitions, Oracle
					enlarged its share of the software market. By 2007 Oracle ranked third on the list of largest software companies in
					the world, after Microsoft and IBM.
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				CSIRO, the
					Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, is Australia's national science agency and one of the
					largest and most diverse research agencies in the world. By igniting the creative spirit of our people CSIRO
					delivers great science and innovative solutions for industry, society and the environment.
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				The Swiss
						Federal Institute of Intellectual Property has its headquarters in Bern. It is the federal agency for matters
					concerning intellectual property in Switzerland. Its primary task is to be the point of contact for customers
					regarding industrial protective rights (trademarks, patents and designs) in Switzerland and, to some extent, for
					corresponding international applications. Take a look at the live demo of their ZK-based system now!
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				Sony
						Electronics Inc. is the largest component of Sony Corporation of America, the U.S. holding company for Sony's
					U.S.-based electronics and entertainment businesses. Sony Electronics Inc. is a leading provider of audio/video
					electronics and information technology products for the consumer and professional markets. Operations include
					research and development, design, engineering, manufacturing, sales, marketing, distribution and customer service.
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				Fujitsu
					is a leading provider of ICT-based business solutions for the global marketplace. With approximately 170,000
					employees supporting customers in 70 countries, Fujitsu combines a worldwide corps of systems and services experts
					with highly reliable computing and communications products and advanced microelectronics to deliver added value to
					customers.
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				SK Group, one of
					South Korea's top five chaebol, covers a broad spectrum of businesses through its affiliates. The company has about
					40 affiliated companies, with operations ranging from energy, telecommunications, finance, and construction. SK
					Group is focusing on three core businesses: information and telecommunications, energy and chemicals, and trading
					and services.
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				Keane is a
					US-based, mid-sized company that offers a broad range of Application, Infrastructure, and Business Process
					Outsourcing Services. Specialized in helping businesses and government agencies get the most from their
					applications, infrastructure, and business processes so they run at their best, stay running, and are built to adapt
					to new directions.
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				Automatic Data
						Processing, Inc. is one of the world's largest providers of business outsourcing solutions. Leveraging nearly 60
					years of experience, ADP offers the widest range of HR, payroll, tax and benefits administration solutions from a
					single source. ADP is also a leading provider of integrated computing solutions to auto, truck, motorcycle, marine
					and recreational vehicle dealers throughout the world.
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				LG CNS is
					a subsidiary of LG Group that provides information technology services including consulting, System Integration,
					Network Integration, Business Process Outsourcing, and Information Technology Outsourcing. LG CNS is Korea’s largest
					IT service provider and has implemented a number of large-scale public IT infrastructure projects and played a major
					role in Korean government's e-Korea initiative.
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				Unisys Corporation 
						is a worldwide information technology (IT) company. 
						The Company provides a portfolio of IT services, software, and technology that solves critical problems for clients. 
						The Company specializes in helping clients secure their operations and utilization of their data centers, 
						enhance support to their end users and constituents, and modernize their enterprise applications.
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				The University of
						Oxford is one of the leading universities in the world. The Learning Technologies Group (LTG) in Medical Science
					Division supports all divisions within the University of Oxford in the development and innovative use of IT in
					teaching and research by providing e-learning platforms, computer-aided research programs and so on.
 Recently
					LTG is migrating their student record management system from an Excel-based one to an Ajaxified Web system with
					centralized database. "We adopted Hibernate Spring and of course ZK! It is fantastic when using ZK to deliver Ajax
					components...". Read Case Study.
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				The American Power
						Conversion (APC) [Fortune 1000] provides protection against some of the leading causes of downtime, data loss and
					hardware damage: power problems and temperature. As a global leader in network-critical physical infrastructure
					(NCPI) solutions, APC sets the standard in its industry for quality, innovation and support. ZK is used in APC
					Remote Monitoring Service.
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				Accenture
					is a global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing company. Combining unparalleled experience,
					comprehensive capabilities across all industries and business functions, and extensive research on the world's most
					successful companies, Accenture collaborates with clients to help them become high-performance businesses and
					governments.
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				Computer Sciences
						Corporation (CSC) [Fortune 500] is a leading global consulting, systems integration and outsourcing company. CSC's
					mission is to provide customers in industry and government with solutions crafted to meet their strategic goals and
					enable them to profit from the advanced use of technology. Currently CSC has 92,000 employees in 80 countries
					worldwide.
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				Easit AB, founded in Sweden, develops software for people
					and organizations who deliver support and customer service, covering processes around time reporting, project
					management, asset management, and CRM. Read the 
					case study 
					to know how their system is done!
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				Peabody
						Energy [Fortune 500] is the world's largest private-sector coal company and the only global pure-play coal
					investment. Peabody is a global leader in clean coal solutions, advancing energy security, economic stimulus and
					environmental solutions through greater use of coal. As of December 31, 2008, the Company owned majority interests
					in 30 coal mining operations located in the United States and Australia.
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				Brightpoint
					[Fortune 500] is a global leader in the distribution of wireless devices and the provisioning of customized logistic
					services to the wireless industry. Brightpoint's services include distribution, channel development, product
					customization, E-Business solutions, and other outsourced services that integrate with its customers. In both 2007
					and 2009, Brightpoint was selected as one of America's Most Admired Companies by FORTUNE Magazine, ranking in the
					top 5 of the "Wholesalers: Electronics" category each year.
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				Deutsche
						Bank [Global 500] is a leading global investment bank with a strong and profitable private clients franchise. The
					company's financial products and services are organized along the primary divisions of Corporate & Investment
					Banking and Private Clients & Asset Management. With over 80,000 employees in 72 countries, Deutsche Bank offers
					unparalleled financial services throughout the world.
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				WPP [Fortune 500]
					is one of the world's largest communications services groups. The WPP Group consists of world class companies
					providing advertising, marketing, communication services and activities worldwide. It exists to help their clients
					compete successfully: in marketing strategy, advertising, every form of marketing communication and in monitoring
					progress.
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				SEB is one
					of Europe’s leading banks. Headquarters in Sweden, SEB is a North-European financial group for corporate customers,
					institutions and private individuals, leading within a number of areas including cash management, foreign exchange
					trading, security trading, asset management and private banking. It is also the largest broker on the Stockholm and
					Oslo Stock Exchanges.
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				REWE Group is
					one of the main trading and travel companies in Europe, earning a turnover of around 45 billion Euros in 16 European
					countries and employing over 290,000 people in its trading and travel divisions. The firm is the second-largest food
					trader in Germany; it is the number three in Europe and is at seventh place worldwide.
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				Oxitec is
					software development primary in Java, Servlet technology, ZK Framework, and migration of existing applications to the ZK servlet technology.
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				R1Soft, a
					division of BBS
						Technologies Inc, makes Continuous Data Protection® (CDP) software for Windows & Linux. The company’s software
					has quickly been recognized by data center industry leaders as the standard for Windows and Linux server data
					protection. R1Soft CDP currently protects more than 175,000 mission critical servers worldwide. And ZK has been
					applied as User Interface in Continuous Data Protection 3.0.
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				Pitney
						Bowes MapInfo, part of Pitney Bowes Inc. [Fortune 500], is the leading global
					provider of location intelligence solutions. With ZK, MapInfo created a fabulous real-time web map Evention,
					which supports drag & drop, zoom, traffic analysis and lots of cool functions. "Credit must go to the amazing ZK
					team. Our tricked user interface is mostly done using their API. We like what they have built."
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				eSeller is an application for persons who work as
					representative sales of industries and service companies. The main goal of the project is to make online all the
					information the users need to make their job: To sell products, send email to customers and the represented
					companies. This is a very useful tool that avoid the users to spend money in orders forms, fax calls, telephone
					calls. ZK is used as the front-end of the application. 
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				Taiwan Futures Exchange (TaiFEX) provides investors
					with more efficient and quality services allowing buyers and sellers to arrive at the best prices for a given
					futures or options on futures contract. In 2006, TaiFEX's global ranking is 6th on stock index options trading
					volume. The volume of index futures and options traded at TaiFEX is 114.6 million contracts(2006). TaiFEX is
					migrating her Futures Management System from client/server to Web-based system with ZK. Read case study.
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				United
						Group Limited is a broad based infrastructure services company. It operates in four segments: UGL Infrastructure,
					UGL Rail, UGL Resources, and UGL Services, engaged in industrial maintenance, manufacturing, engineering and
					business process outsourcing services for blue-chip companies and governments throughout the world.
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				ASG Software
						Solutions  is recognized as a global leader in business solutions for information technology. With more than 90
					offices worldwide, ASG helps customers on every continent achieve their business goals every day. Over the last 20
					years, ASG has experienced tremendous growth, expanding from a small, one-office company to a $400 million
					multinational business.
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				Ness
						Technologies, Inc.  (Ness) is a global provider of information technology (IT) and business services and solutions
					with expertise in software product engineering; system integration, application development and consulting, and
					software distribution. Ness provides services to clients in the commercial, industrial and government sectors, in 18
					countries across North America, Europe, Israel and Asia Pacific.
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				Singapore
						Technologies Engineering Ltd  (ST Engineering) is an integrated engineering group specialising in innovative
					solutions and services in the aerospace, electronics, land systems and marine sectors. Headquartered in Singapore,
					ST Engineering ranks among the largest companies listed on the Singapore Exchange, and one of Asia’s largest defence
					and engineering groups.
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				Logica  is a
					leading IT and business services company, provides information technology services including strategic consulting,
					software development, systems integration, and support services. Logica primarily focuses on five industry sectors:
					industrial and transport, public sector, financial services, energy and utilities, and telecom and media. The
					company also provides outsourced business process, human resources, and IT services.
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				NTT
						DOCOMO  is Japan's premier provider of leading-edge mobile voice, data and multimedia services. With more than 55
					million customers in Japan, the company is one of the world's largest mobile communications operators. DOCOMO also
					is an influential force in the continuing advancement of mobile technologies and standards, continues expanding its
					global reach through offices worldwide.
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				Zebra
						Technologies Corporation  provides the broadest range of innovative technology solutions to identify, track, and
					manage the deployment of critical assets for improved business efficiency. Zebra’s core technologies include
					reliable on-demand printer and state-of-the-art software and hardware solutions. By enabling improvements in
					sourcing, visibility, security and accuracy, Zebra helps its customers to put the right asset in the right place at
					the right time.
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				Atos
						Origin  is an international information technology services company, provides integrated design, build and operate
					solutions to large multi-national clients in carefully targeted industry sectors. Its business is turning client
					vision into results through the application of consulting, systems integration and managed operations. Atos Origin
					is the Worldwide Information Technology Partner for the Olympic Games and has a client base of international
					blue-chip companies across all sectors.
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				Leica
						Microsystems  is a leading global designer and producer of innovative high-tech precision optics systems for the
					analysis of microstructures. The company manufactures a broad range of products for numerous applications requiring
					microscopic imaging, measurement and analysis. It also offers system solutions in the areas of Life Science
					including biotechnology and medicine, as well as the science of raw materials and industrial quality assurance.
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				The Knorr-Bremse Group, the world's leading
					manufacturer of braking systems for rail and commercial vehicles, has been pioneering development, production and
					marketing of modern braking systems for a variety of applications for over 100 years, making an important
					contribution to improved safety on the railways and the roads.
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				Haier is the
					world’s 4th largest whitegoods manufacturer. Headquartered in China, Haier has 240 subsidiary companies and 30
					design centers, plants and trade companies throughout the world. Haier specializes in technology research,
					manufacture industry, trading and financial services. It is primarily a producer of household appliances, including
					air conditioners, washing machines and refrigerators.
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				Huawei
						Technologies Co. Ltd. is the largest networking and telecommunications equipment supplier in the People's Republic
					of China. Specializes in research and development (R&D), production and marketing of communications equipments,
					and providing customized network solutions for telecom carriers. Huawei serves 35 of the top 50 telecoms operators
					and puts 10 per cent of revenue into R&D each year.
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				Tata Consultancy
						Services, established in 1968, has grown to its current position as the largest IT services firm in Asia based on
					its record of outstanding service, collaborative partnerships, innovation, and corporate responsibility. TCS offers
					a wide range of IT services, outsourcing and business solutions. Also, TCS applies specific industry experience to
					create tailored business solutions.
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				NBCon
						GmbH was established by Dr. Thomas A. Barberka and Mr.Horst Neumann as a software consulting firm. NBCon GmbH
					provides innovative and budget-friendly software solutions in the fields such as consulting, application
					development, administration and training around the topic of Lotus Notes / Domino all on the basis: "Flexibility and
					quality".
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				Aetna
					is one of the nations leading diversified health care benefits companies, serving members with information and resources 
					to help them make better informed decisions about their health care. 
					Aetna offers a broad range of traditional and consumer-directed health insurance products and related services, 
					including medical, pharmacy, dental, behavioral health, group life, and disability insurance, and employee benefits. 
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				MedVoxel
						Systems, develops and deploys innovative software that deliver high performance and superior operation procedures
					based on unique technologies for professional imaging applications in radiology healthcare markets. MedVoxel Chooses
					ZK to develop one of the first automatic medical imaging Web applications "Blood Flow Analysis (BFA)" System.
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				NTT
						Data Corporation is a system integration company of Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) Group. Its business
					strengths are in public, financial, and telecommunications sectors. Within Japan, NTT Data has established many
					joint ventures, such as NTT Data-Sanyo Electric to take care of the IT services of Sanyo electric group. Outside of
					Japan, NTT Data has its wholly-owned subsidiaries or offices throughout the world.
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				Smart Hopper, a creative destroyer in the
					global recruitment business, institutionalizing global job placement on recommendations by individuals against fair
					and transparent rewards. Started in Austria, Germany and Switzerland since November 2010. Take a look at Smart Hopper
						platform which is developed with ZK.
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				ORCA
						Systems GmbH provides bespoke software solutions for individual business. It offers a full software development
					lifecycle service from an initial analysis of business requirements to post production support. Furthermore, ORCA
					Systems have been successfully delivering this service to our clients for more than 10 years. "ZK helps us to be
					faster and allows us to provide browser-based one-window-applications to our customers."
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				Open
						Search Server (OSS) is an open source search engine and crawler based on best open source technologies: Lucene, ZK,
					Tomcat, POI, TagSoup. Open Search Server is a stable, high-performance piece of software. It is both a modern search
					engine and a suite of high-powered full text search algorithms. Download information is available here.
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				Igalia is an international company based in Spain. 
				Igalia has more than 10 years of experience in the development of solutions based on free software, from desktop applications to mobile, middleware and web. 
				Igalia is a leading contributor in the LibrePlan community. Igalia also offers consultancy, customization and support for LibrePlan. View live
						demo. Get more details here.
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				LibrePlan
					is a project management tool for planning, monitor and control. 
					LibrePlan is free software, so anybody can download it, install it and use it at no charge. 
					LibrePlan is also a web-based tool, so it can be used from any modern browser. 
					"Thanks to its intensive use of ZK5, LibrePlan provides a very rich user experience similar to other desktop based project management tools, like Microsoft Project or Primavera."
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				Open
						Management and Network Intelligence System (Omnisys) is a GPL licensed enterprise grade Systems monitoring
					management and datacenter automation suite based on ZK. It is a suite to track, diagnose, and manage complex and
					customized IT environments. Download information is available here. "None of this would have been possible, or
					look near as good without the ZK framework. This is a shining example of what an open-source project should be." Read case study
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				 Sunpower Technologies Services Pte Ltd 
					is a Singapore-based technology company, providing IT solutions by developing software platform for business operation to local and overseas small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 
					Sunpower Technologies Services delivers a suite of integrated web based solutions and also develop customised Internet applications based on pre-defined work-order from the clients.
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				DELTA80
						S.r.l. is a company operating on the IT market for over 20 years, working on precompetitive projects directed to
					research and innovation. In addition to developing software products and solutions, DELTA80 also focuses on the
					environmental (CSR), customer management (CRM), and mobile messaging services. Delta80 is also a research laboratory
					accredited to the Italian Minister of University and recognized as CRTT toward the Lombardia Region.
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				IdeaPardazan
					(Persian) is an IT service provider located in Iran, developing Web-based Software and Desktop applications. Take a
					look at the ongoing project website "Newsbot" built with ZK, Spring, and
					Hibernate. From which you'll be able to see the latest news items in each news category.
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				BugMS
					is a web based bug-tracking system. Released under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL), it features 5
					different user levels, layouts, email notifications, individual display profiles for every user, multi language
					support. Written in Java and powered by ZK Framework 5.0.
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				Softeco
						Sismat is a leader in the ICT Italian market since 1979. About 250 highly qualified employees provide specific
					application and technological competences enabling customers to exploit the potential offered by ICT, with a
					particular focus on business development and innovation. 10% of resources and yearly turnover are invested in Research
						& Innovation - over 15 years of activity, over 300 European partners (companies and research centres), over 50
					research projects. ZK has been adopted by the GLIMS project to develop a genomic laboratory
					information management system.
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				The Centre
						for Learning Sciences and Technologies (CELSTEC) is a research institute of the Open Universiteit Nederland.
					CELSTEC aims to research, develop and provide sustainable and evidence-based solutions for the advancement of
					learning at work, at school, at home and on the move. ZK has been applied in EMERGO, a game toolkit built with ZK, Spring,
					Hibernate using MVC pattern.
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				Via
						Appia Informática (Portuguese) is an information technology company specialized in Science Information, develops
					softwares for Library and Records automation. Since 1993 it brings to the Brazilian market state-of-the-art products
					like Thesaurus Library Automation System and Chronus Web, a Web 2.0 and Library 2.0 system. And ZK is the major
					framework used to build Chronus. "With ZK it was very ease to turn Chronus Web in the Web 2.0 reality."
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				D-Link is an
					Award-winning designer, developer and manufacturer of networking solutions committed to innovation, technology
					excellence and quality production. Established in 1986, D-Link provides connectivity for wireless, broadband,
					security and data communications offering the ultimate in digital home entertainment, Small Office/Home Office
					(SOHO), Small to Medium Business (SMB), and Workgroup to Enterprise environments.
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				Jease is an
					open-source framework built to ease the widespread pains developing content & database-driven web-applications
					with Java. Out of the box Jease provides a fully Ajax-driven Content-Management-System as a best-practice-showcase
					which can easily be tailored to your specific requirements. Recently Jease has launched a Java-based
					Content-Management-Framework using ZK for the web-interface. View live demo (To Login: demo/demo) and read Small Talk for more details.
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				TEGSOFT
						Software Solutions is an IT company founded in Turkey which has an aim of developing Professional software applications 
						without losing amateur soul for providing services and product with best performance to its customers especially in Telecommunication. 
						ZK has been applied in Tobe framework, a complete j2ee framework built with ZK. 
						Software products which are developed by using this framework are, TegsoftCRM (a lite software for Customer Relationship Management), 
						TegsoftHR (Human Resources Software), TegsoftPBX (IP PBX Software) and TegsoftCC (Contact Center Software).
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				STE energy,
					established in 1995 in Padua, Italy, is one of the major operators in the field of energy and plant engineering. It
					develops, designs, builds and manages energy production plants, especially the hydropower type and electrical and
					thermotechnical systems, as a general contractor. It also builds wind, solar and biomass cogeneration systems all
					over the world. STE energy uses ZK to build their internal ERP system.
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				Banco Comercial
						e de Investimentos (BCI Fomento), is one of the largest private financial group in Mozambique. It is contributing
					for the development of the financial system and the Mozambican economy. ZK is used in the presentation layer of a
					web application for foreign operations (Payment of Orders, etc.), because the advantage of rich user interface for
					web applications with little programming.
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				Macronix
				 is a leading provider of innovative Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) semiconductor solutions. Macronix is the largest
					worldwide manufacturer of ROM products. The company provides a wide range of Parallel and Serial NOR Flash products
					across various densities. Through strong relationship with customers, it continue to develop pioneering products
					used in embedded, consumer and enterprise applications.
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				AK
						Bank  ranked as Turkey's most valuable bank having the most profitable banking operations among privately owned
					banks in Turkey. Akbank is one of the largest banks in Turkey in terms of loan volume. Together with its core
					banking activities, Akbank offers a wide range of retail, commercial, corporate, private banking and international
					trade finance services.
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				Persistent
						Systems provides outsourced software product development services to help customers ranging from numerous global
					software companies to early-stage companies that are developing cutting-edge technology products, proficiently
					deliver products to their end-users and ultimately, to maximize their core business and minimize their over-all
					product engineering costs.
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				Based in Ypsilanti, Michigan, ProjectSynergy has worked extensively with the
					"Big Three" automakers, including development and support of a highly successful web application to manage Design
					Change Containment and Prototype builds.
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				Svapna
						Technologies Srl is a software factory developing custom business solutions that integrate with existing
					Information Systems, mainly on Java based internet applications. ZK has been fully applied in a b2b application that
					needs a high degree of user interactivity and usability experience.
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				Alarabiyais an internet web advertising company located in KSA, it provides web solutions and advertisements
					solutions through web sites managed by the company. View the website developed by Alarabiya, it's for naming and
					numbering department in Riyadh Area, the website consists of a front-end interface for public users and an admin
					tool to update site content. All these two components were built with ZK 2.7.
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				The Central Bank of
						Venezuela (Spain), headquartered in Caracas, is the central bank of Venezuela. It maintains a fixed exchange rate
					for the Venezuelan bolívar. The fundamental objectives of the bank are to achieve and maintain price stability in
					the country and sustain the internal and external value of the currency in order to ensure the healthy growth of the
					economy.
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				Regenstrief
						Institute, Inc., an internationally recognized informatics and healthcare research organization, is dedicated to
					the improvement of health through research that enhances the quality and cost-effectiveness of healthcare.
					Established in 1969, the Institute is closely affiliated with the IU School of Medicine and the Health and Hospital
					Corporation of Marion County, Indiana. ZK is used in the presentation layer of a web application.
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				Kinetic
						Networks is a premier services and products company specializing in innovative information management solutions,
					including large and complex data warehouses and business intelligence environments. Best known for its data
					warehousing and business intelligence services, Kinetic Networks offers a full suite of services for the information
					management lifecycle. ZK is used to implement a sensitive data governance solution.
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				The National
						Health Research Institutes (NHRI) is a non-profit foundation established by the government with its organization
					charter created by an Act of Congress in 1995. Being an autonomous research organization under the supervision of
					the Department of Health, the NHRI is dedicated to the enhancement of medical research and the improvement of health
					care in Taiwan.
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				SOPRIS Gmh,
						LLC is the USA based company and IATA credited agent. SOPRIZ.com offers simple to use online airfare booking engine
					to address the real needs of today's travelers. The service offers access to over 450 airlines, 83,000 hotel
					properties, 28 000 car rental locations and 7,500 tourist attractions. ZK has been applied in the front and backend
					in SOPRIZ.com's
						online booking service.
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				InfoCert
					is the Italian leader in products such as: digital signature, certified e-mail and digital document conservation.
					InfoCert also develops human resource projects for the Italian public administration, such as the InfoCert Travel Management System.
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				Spidex
						Software Limited is the UK and Irish distributor of the Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) System Mainsaver. Since
					its first release, Mainsaver has undergone 22 years of continuous development from some of the industry's finest
					developers. This has produced an extremely robust and flexible engineering solution, now deployed in more than 3,000
					locations worldwide. Read case
						study.
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				Singleton
						Technology is a technology company which develops database driven software for business. Its primary focus is on
					Windows desktop clients and MySQL servers. By switching to a completely server based model using ZK, Singleton
					Technology now is able to work with clients all over the United States. Let's check out the MoneyCoach101,
					a system built with ZK to help people to get out of debt.
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				Infotech
						Professional Solutionz, an IT service provider company started under the leadership of Dr. Vishal Bhanot and Mr.
					Jagtar Singh Sandhu, specializes in developing and marketing enterprise software products for vertical domains
					Education, Health, Banking and Finance. ZK has been applied in the development of a web based Hospital management
					solution.
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				DIMOCO is an
					international mobile service provider in the business-to-business sector, placing networks at the service of
					companies for the purpose of sending electronic messages. DIMOCO’s services offered in the areas of Mobile
					Marketing, as well as Mobile Messaging & Payment are implemented in an innovative and flexible way.
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				The Institute
						for Information Industry (III) was established in 1979 as a non-governmental organization, jointly sponsored by the
					Taiwan government and prominent private enterprises, for the purpose of strengthening the developments of
					information industry in Taiwan. With the most advanced technologies, III has reinforced industrial development, and
					helped promoting full utilization of ICT technologies hence advancing the establishment of modern information
					society development in Taiwan. Recently, III has launched a care system for hospital use with ZK as front end.
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				The 
						Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) is a national research organization that serves to strengthen the
					technological competitiveness of Taiwan. Under the supervision of the Republic of China Ministry of Economic
					Affairs, it conducts research and development in applied technologies to advance private sector growth. ITRI guided
					traditional industry in upgrading technology, cultivated industrial technology professionals, and promoted global
					competitiveness of enterprises.
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				The 
						National Center for High-Performance Computing (NCHC) is Taiwan's leading source for HPC hardware, software, and
					networking resources. In 2003 NCHC officially transitioned into a non-profit organization under Taiwan's National
					Applied Research Laboratories (NARL). NCHC plays a leading role in Taiwan's HPC, storage, networking, and platform
					integration future. In order to provide more complete and professional HPC-related services to all of Taiwan.
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				ACLEDA
						Bank is one of the leading retail banks in Cambodia. ACLEDA Bank is active in all provinces and towns of the
					Kingdom of Cambodia. Since 2003, ACLEDA Bank has been granted a new license by the National Bank of Cambodia to
					operate as a full commercial bank. The license has enabled ACLEDA Bank to launch many new financial services
					including cash management and trade finance to fulfill the needs of its existing and prospective customers.
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				Logical
						Software Corporation, located in Canada, provides proven call center applications, Computer Telephony Integration
					(CTI) applications and development tools supported by an experienced Professional Services Group. Logical Software's
					technical skills and in-depth knowledge of call center operations provides the expertise to minimize risk, costs and
					implementation time for CTI/IVR projects.
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				Strong Nett is a Norwegian-based Internet Solution
					Provider offering competitive cutting-edge products and services to both national and international businesses.
					Together with a highly skilled and market oriented staff, Strong makes their customers the most competitive in
					today's global market.
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				ATOSS
						Software AG, headquartered in Munich, is a software manufacturer. The company provides software solutions and
					consulting services for working hours management, manpower planning, time recording and access control. ATOSS
					improves the efficiency of customers on a daily basis, supports their innovation potency and increase the motivation
					and satisfaction of their employees.
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				aneSoft Pte
						Ltd - aneSoft , headquartered in Singapore, provides a strong operating base in Asia in the fast-growing market for
					LineWorks Products. aneSoft's mission is to deliver Customer’s software & automation requirements with the
					Highest Quality Practical Solutions to meet their production needs.
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				Solution
						Labs is the wholly owned subsidiary of Computer and Financial Solutions Inc.(CFS) and is solely dedicated to
					solution development and distribution. Solution Labs is uniquely positioned and qualified to deliver world-class
					Server Performance Analysis and Capacity Planning solutions that meet today’s challenges.
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				INSolve,
						Inc. , develops and delivers advanced business intelligence solutions exclusively to the insurance markets. Through
					quality management and technology solutions, INSolve has led organizations through defining, marketing, and
					servicing new insurance products quickly and easily, at an affordable cost.
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				doubleSlash
						Net-Business GmbH, founded in Germany, develops software for medium to large sized enterprises. Specialized in
					marketing management, business monitoring, identity management and provide innovative and efficient marketing
					solutions to customers. ZK has been applied in development of secureTransfer, a web based data transfer
					tool for enterprises and Marketing Planner, created for controlling and marketing process. 
					Check out the case
						study to know how it is done!
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				Unimed is
					a cooperative system of medical work in addition to a health plan provided by Tática Info. Vastly known across the
					Brazilian territory, the Unimed system is composed of more than 380 cooperatives of medical work, bringing together
					nearly 100 thousand doctors cooperated. The project was created for the Unimed Centro Sul-Fluminense, located in
					Barra do Pirai, Rio de Janeiro - Brazil, and ZK has been fully applied.
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				Ideaaa is
					company which provides Web applications and services to Custom and Brokers of Mexico City International Airport. ZK
					is used to take place of all the old-fashioned Web applications constructed with ASP, PHP and JSP. Project leader:
					Ing. Daniel Octavio Ruiz Rodriguez. Check out case study right now.
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				CIB
						consulting GmbH  is the innovative consultancy and software house for individually supporting your projects from
					the planning phase, through to the realization and all the way to maintenance. CIB software GmbH, another company in
					the CIB group is a manufacturer of high-performance standard applications in the whole area of output and document
					management. Approximately 600,000 licenses are currently in productive use.
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				Kronos,
					founded in 1977, is a global provider of human capital management solutions which solely focused on delivering an
					integrated suite of software and services that enables organizations to reduce costs, increase productivity, improve
					employee satisfaction, and enhance the level of service they provide. Today, Kronos has 3,400+ employees and 60+
					offices worldwide.
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				Bank's soft
						systems, located in Moscow, is a leading company of automated systems for remote banking. Founded in 1994, BSS
					offers a comprehensive suite of services for establishing electronic banking for all types of bank customers. Over
					50% of the largest Russian banks are running systems developed by BSS. BSS adopts ZK as the Ajax front end.
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				Da 42 anni BELLUCCI SPA organizza il business dei suoi Clienti.
					Dall'avvento dell'informatica distribuita, l'integrazione ed il controllo delle attività aziendali sono realta che
					BELLUCCI realizza, sfruttando la grande competenza ed esperienza acquisita sul campo, nel confronto continuo con le
					aspettative e le diverse realta di migliaia di Clienti in tutti i settori.(Italian)
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					TriLogi GmbH, headquartered in Hanover, Germany,
					is a cargo broker for European-wide transport. The website trilogi.de based on ZK + Hibernate + Liferay Portal is a
					B2B cargo exchange, a logistics portal, as well as a platform for arranging transportation orders. The specialty of
					the exchange, in comparison to other systems, is that TriLogi Gmbh offer full-featured platform to customers. It
					allows the placement of orders even more efficient and quickly. "We are Lucky with ZK! It's fast, stable and easy to
					use! It's just amazing!"
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					Marque JA is a tool designed for companies and
					professionals, offering another channel for scheduling commitments with their customers in a simpler way. Unlike
					traditional calendars, with Marque JA!! you can fully control and decide the day and time you want. Furthermore,
					Marque JA!! has a great innovation: it can send SMS to confirm the commitment between each other. Marque JA!!'s GUI
					is 100% done with ZK. Check out case study now.
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				The
						eXPerTeam s.r.l., founded in April 2006, is the first academic Spin-Off of the University of Cagliari and offers IT
					consultancy to businesses and Public Administration. The eXPerTeam S.r.l. supplies consultancy and mentoring
					services, developing object and Web-based software of high quality. The eXPerTeam S.r.l. uses advanced techniques of
					planning and production of the software, supplies very high level know how and is presented as a Centre of
					Competence in the field of software development.
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				Agentlogic
					is a software company with headquarters in Northern Virginia. Founded in 1999, Agent Logic is best known for its
					Complex Event Processing (CEP) software, RulePoint, which combines user-defined logic with multiple sources of data.
					Since its inception it has specialized in delivering real-time intelligence to commercial and U.S. National security
					initiatives in complex environments. Agent Logic has been recognized as one of two leading vendors in Complex Event
					Processing for the intelligence services market.
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				Intesa has
					operated in the market since 1987 as a supplier of solutions making network communication and collaboration in
					company communities possible. As a leader in the Italian market in the area of B2B services, Intesa is an accredited
					Certification Authority since March 2001 (member of the public board of CNIPA certifiers) and supplies digital
					signature and logic security services through its PKI (public Key Infrastructure).
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				UBIqube
					is a global integrated network, security and VoIP management solution vendor. UBIqube Enterprise Solution Suite
					helps organizations streamline their network, security and VoIP lifecycle management. As a result, IT departments
					equipped with UBIqube’s innovative SmartSOCTMappliance benefit from reduced complexity, reduced operational cost,
					and ultimately improved security.
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				Hégoa-Solutions
					is a team of 11 functional and technical experts involved in the largest banks. Hegoa's founders have specialized in
					development of management solutions for financial products valuation (Structured Products, Pricing of OTC and Exotic
					Derivatives, Risk Management) since 2002. Hegoa was established to answer the market needs with transparent and
					"user friendly" business solutions. As a software publisher, Hegoa also offers training modules to its clients.
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				We
						Serve Co., Ltd., located in Tokyo, Japan, provides one-stop solution covering all the necessary process in an IT
					system. Products and services including networking, Cable TV and satellite systems, information technology,
					multimedia contents, software development and more.
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				MECATENA
					is a Spanish technology company dedicated to full office solutions, specializing in open source based systems
					integration and J2EE development. With a highly qualified and multidisciplinary team, MECATENA is in the leading
					position in its market as a provider of integrated technology service. ZK has been applied with Alfresco in the
					project. Read ZK Alfresco Talk for more details. View also the
					website of EXCAVACIONES ORTIGA, S.L. and Frutas Los
						Codosales S.L. developed by MECATENA using ZK.
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				DataLite (Czech), Czech Republic, specializes in
					the development of application software and systems engineering. The activities of DataLite cover all phases of the
					computer systems and software development life-cycle from feasibility study and requirements definition to
					operation, maintenance and support. DataLite is experienced in the supply of turnkey systems and bespoke software.
					Click hereto check
					out DataLite's ZK-DL library, a full stack Java Web framework based on ZK.ZK has been applied as the best solution for web-based data-centric enterprise application.
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				JConsultancy,
					headquartered in The Netherlands, helps organizations gain efficiency and cut down costs with custom-made web
					applications that support business processes and back office administration. With a highly specialized and
					multilingual team (Dutch, Italian, English, German), JConsultancy provides open source and J2EE system development
					and consultancy. And ZK has been applied as the platform in WEB 2.0 projects. Take a look at LeaseView, an
					online fleet management application built with ZK to manage large numbers of leased cars.
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				AServInt,
						Inc. is a Minnesota based company. AServInt provides integrated services and specializes in information services,
					integrating and delivering solutions with our network of technical resources and partnering companies.
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				CYAN
						Networks Software GmbH, headquartered in Vienna, Austria was founded in 2006. The founders of the company are a
					team of IT specialists who have their passion in the development of highly specific security solutions for web
					application and content security solutions based on proxy technology.
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				Chirasys
					(Slovakian), a Slovakian company dedicated to ERP development and systems integration in Slovakian IT market.
					Chirasys helps organizations cut down costs with custom-made Web Order Management (WOM). And ZK is used as front-end
					framework in the project. View demo.
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				Slimster
					(Polish) is a free, Web-based client for Jabber/XMPP networks which allows the use of instant messaging on any
					computer equipped with a Web browser anywhere: at work, internet cafe, or brothers computer. It's fast, safe, and
					requires no installation of any additional software on PC. Slimster’s user interface is created based on ZK.
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				The
						kippdata informationstechnologie (German) is an IT service provider with headquarters in Bonn. The company is
					experienced in the implementation of complex integration projects, and currently works in the areas of project
					services, systems integration and software development.
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				ISIS (Pty) Ltd 
					,established in 1984, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Altech, a R4 billion plus per year Johannesburg Stock Exchange
					listed technology group. Specialized in providing OSS/BSS System Integration and Software development services for
					fixed line and mobile network operators, ISIS is an ISO 9001 accredited company and all its products and services
					conform to the highest quality standards.
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				cloudAPPy
					is a Drag-and-drop hosting cloud service for easy deployment of applications in a load-balanced high availability
					environment. The service cuts down deployment time by providing an advanced easy-to-use web control. With a drag of
					the mouse, users could quickly deploy JAVA, RAILS, and PHP applications to loadbalanced clusters of application
					servers. ZK is used to develop the WEB 2.0 styled web interface of cloudAPPy's Cloud Manager and Control Panel.
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				China Motion
						Telecare, a division of China Motion Communications Corporation, is a leading
					company providing inbound/outbound call service, human resource service, consultation and training service in call
					center field in China mainland. China Motion Telecare chooses ZK to simplify the development of web-based MIS
					systems, such as examining application for human resource service, telecom billing query application for financial
					department, etc.
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				Singens
						Inc., based in Toronto, Canada, is not a regular Java shop or any shop for that matter. They develop a range of
					applications, from simple and small Web/Form development to Enterprise Portal development. Singens is always ready
					to contribute time and code to Open Source community as they are promoting and using open source developed libraries
					and tools. Singens is using ZK as the front end for their new projects.
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				Processwide
					, located in Zurich, Switzerland, is your one-stop-shop for integrated and innovative Workflow or BPM solutions
					based on state-of-the-art information technology. The main goal of Processwide is to increase the overall
					performance of the customers business processes. "The excellent architecture and the rich set of available
					components make the ZK Framework the optimal choice for our web based workflow solutions."
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				Beijing
						Minsheng Management Software is a leading system integrator in China with 380 software developers. ZK has been
					adopted since early 2006 and become their standard Ajax UI for all of the 11 product lines. Currently, more than 100
					developers are using ZK at Minsheng.
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				Kazeon
						Systems, Inc. is a leading provider of enterprise information access solutions that revolutionize the way companies
					search, classify and act on information. The Kazeon Information Server IS1200 was awarded the storage management
					"Product of the Year" by TechTarget's Storage magazine and SearchStorage.com. The colorful management Web interface for the storage devices
					is done with ZK.
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				UNITERS
						S.p.A , Italy is now one of the world’s top names in the manufacture of care products for furnishing materials.
					Uniters’ policy is to develop innovative product solutions through across-the board project management encompassing
					scientific research, flexible production, and international sales and marketing strategies.
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				Odorfer Eisenhof GmbH, Austria, is a 200 years old
					company providing over forty-thousand products ranging from tools, machines, building and garden necessities to
					screws, pins, wires and wire goods. Odorfer Online Katalog-System, an online
					catalog and shopping system, is developed with ZK.
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				Agriculture,
						Forestry and Fisheries Research Council (AFFRC) is established under the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
					Fisheries, Japan. The information center handles and develops the retrieval systems for supply of information
					concerning research and experiments related to agriculture, forestry and fisheries, both domestic and overseas.
					AAFRC develops RiceMet System with ZK to display and compare various types of rice-related data including yield,
					quality, etc. all over Japan.
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				China Southern
						Power Grid Co., Ltd. (CSG) [Fortune Global 500], China, provides power to 230,000,000 people and covers five
					provinces in China with a west-to-east distance of about 2000 km. Some of CSG's web pages, such as the recruiting pages, have been migrated to modern faces with ZK.
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				Syntricity
					was founded by semiconductor engineers who understood the power of the Internet in automating processes such as
					device characterization and yield monitoring. By providing a true Enterprise Yield Management(EYM) solution, the
					proactive yield management across the entire product lifecycle and throughout the enterprise is delivered. ZK is
					used to enrich the user interface of the yield management system.
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				The
						uniVersa Group is the first private health insurance provider in Germany, offering customized life, health and
					general insurance solutions. With more than 150 years experience, uniVersa is specialized in households and small
					and medium-sized companies. ZK is adopted for developing and modernize their Web applications for internal and
					external use.
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				Immediate
						Response Team, Germany, provides ZK-bench , an eclipse-plugin for work with ZK. It's
					an IDE with features which make the plugin a Next-Generation IDE so that database-based Web-development becomes now
					easy like a breeze. IR-Team is true for speedy, qualified and fair dealing. She does consulting as well as
					development for database-based web applications and the development process itself.
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				Database,
						Lda, Mozambique, offers customized Apache OFBiz installations for small and medium enterprises. After a six-month
					evaluation, Database chooses ZK among plenty of Ajax solutions, such as
					GWT, OpenLaszlo, DOJO. Database is switching all of web-based products (currently 3) to ZK framework. Read Case Study.
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				Asset-mart
					is an innovative electronic portal (marketplace) where users can investigate, gain information, sell, buy real
					estate and other properties. The portal offers unique innovative services to its users, covering a major gap in the
					online real estate market in Greece and abroad.
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				Sobedi
						informationsmangement gmbh, Germany, is specialized in professionalizing business project management, knowledge
					management and procurement. RISK-MAP is Sobedi's risk management
					solution which provides a web based platform for enterprise wide, international risk management and documentation.
					Using ZK framework and the proprietary development "Generic Object Framework" (GOF) as the JAVA oriented application
					development environment, sobedi presents this solution now to international customers.
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				Asesoría
						Casado, Spain, is a solid company with more than 25 years in the industry, provides assistance and advice on
					business management, make everything related to the management of its business easier and convenient.
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				Aneric
						Enterprise Pte Ltd, a sales and service organization specialized in Semiconductor services and equipments, is one
					of the best equipment manufacturers for the wafer fabs. In addition to semiconductor services, Aneric deals with
					other electronics industries by offering software products. ZK is adopted as the user interface for customer use.
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				ShowNearby
						Pte Ltd, Singapore is a location-based information provider that keeps people and businesses alike connected.
					ShowNearby aims to effectively organise business information in a way that is always relevant and accessible to our
					users. ZK is used in various AJAX technologies like Google Maps auto refresh and loading screens.
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				Geocaching Italia was online since 2001 and
					since then the mission is to help the spread of geocaching -- a high-tech treasure hunting game played throughout
					the world by adventure seekers equipped with GPS devices.
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				Magister Confort S.A. is a Spanish company dedicated to the manufacture and sale of mattresses, divan bases,
					pillows and headboards. Magister offers a wide range of products capable of satisfying fully the needs of their
					clients because all their products depart from a careful selection and control of the best materials of the market.
					Magister uses ZK in the development of their ERP and other corporate applications for internal use.
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				NGASI
						AppServer Manager automates multiple installations and configurations for Application Servers and the Applications
					on a single server machine, across multiple VPS, and across multiple servers. For IT Managers, it enables central
					management of application server assets and resources spread across the enterprise. And for Web Hosts, it enables
					Private JVM JAVA Hosting. Plus 1 click installation of standard applications via the Application Factory. ZK is used
					to develop the WEB 2.0 styled web interface of NGASI.
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				XPS Software GmbH is a
					German software company specialized in data security and encryption technologies. Long term unequaled experience in
					the IBM mainframe world is complemented by the most modern specialised client/server and security skills. Adrenalin,
					a workshop application for ServEx, XPS' Web services engine, enables the administration of address data stored in a
					MySQL database using Web services. Adrenalin uses ZK as the Ajax front end. Download
						Adrenalin.
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				OOIT.com is
					active in the area of software consulting, design and development. By using state of the art technologies and
					unorthodox ideas, OOIT.com creates innovative and cost effective solutions for business and administration. ZK has
					been applied as rich client interface in the project "RX Method", a rapid development method, language and
					runtime which defines and uses a specification language based on XML.
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				Aruna is a group
					of asset management and consulting companies located in Poltava, Ukraine. Aruna's mission is to develop local
					infrastructure through implementation of venture projects. Backed up by modern technology, Aruna provides high
					financial returns to the investor. Currently, Aruna operates 8 venture funds, investing energy-saving and
					construction projects. ZK is used as a primary tool for building Aruna's website.
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				Noaris
						Consulting S.L., Spain, is an IT/software company focused on innovational technologies as well as software. Noaris
					provides a revolutionary view to the software development in order to lead the competitive edge. In the
					accomplishment of projects, it's crucial important in the phase of selection of technologies. In Noaris, we work
					with latest technologies in software development. We are expert
						in consolidated technologies like Java/JavaEE and those emergent ones like Ruby on Rails as well as in frameworks
					of development based on ZK.
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				The
						Ministry of Justice, New Zealand, delivers a wide variety of services from court services and fines collection to
					policy advice, negotiation of Treaty of Waitangi claims and running the parliamentary elections. The Ministry
					administers legislation and provides services to contribute to safer communities and a fairer, more credible and
					more effective justice system. The Ministry adopts ZK to enrich the interface of her Web applications.
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				Govern de
						les Illes Balears is the local government of les Illes Balearschose area in Spain. ZK is used as the Web front end
					for both citizen users and government's internal use. RFID is one of the official websites with ZK available for
					public access now.
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				The Ministry of Public Works and Settlement,
					Turkey was formed in 1983, for the purposes of carrying out civil works and major repairs concerning public
					buildings, and highways as well as providing services related to physical planning, land development and housing for
					low income families as well as extending disaster relief.
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				The
						Turkish Statistical Institute is a scientific and technical institute founded of the Statistics Council and the
					Presidency of the Turkish Statistical Institute with Statistics Law of Turkey numbered 5429. The Presidency of the
					Turkish Statistical Institute consists of central and provincial organizations to implement this law and to perform
					tasks assigned by it.
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				The
						United States Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine (USARIEM) is the U.S Army's main institution and
					facility for military environmental medicine and exercise physiology research. USARIEM's basic and applied research
					capabilities are focused upon biomedical evaluations, health hazard assessments, countermeasures development and a
					rapid response to a diverse range of environmental threats and problems.
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				The
						City of Loveland , founded in 1877, is the second most populous city in Larimer County, Colorado, United States,
					known for its public sculpture collection. ZK has been applied in the webpage as the bridge that connects citizen
					users and The City of Loveland community.
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				Tsinghua University, consists of 54 departments
					among 13 colleges, is the best university in China. The School of Economics and Management (SEM), one
					of the first economics and management schools in China, is now among the premier schools in Asia. Tsinghua SEM uses
					ZK to develop an Ajaxified Web application for students to use.
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				University of
						Vermont, offering 93 bachelor's programs and 70+ master's and doctoral programs, is one of the oldest universities
					in New England area. By creating an OpenGIS mapping component with OpenLayers, Ecoinformatics
						lab is using ZK to implement an outdoor travel portal with user generated contents.
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				ISUTC,
					based in Maputo, Mozambique is a University with a heavy technical focus. ISUTC is migrating its in-house e-learning
					system "LIMEAA" to support ISUTC's distinctive teaching and assessment methodology and to use ZK for the user
					interface. ZK is being used for all new functionality and ISUTC aims to completely 'ZKify' the UI by the end of
					2008.
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				The Delft
						University of Technology in Netherlands, is the nation's largest technical university. With its unique
					technological infrastructure, broad knowledge base, worldwide reputation and successful alumni, TU Delft is
					contributing significantly to the development of responsible solutions to urgent societal problems in Netherlands
					and the rest of the world.
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				École
						Nationale des Sciences Appliquées d'Oujda (ENSA d'Oujda) is a five-year curriculum engineering school based in
					Oujda, Morocco. ENSA d'Oujda has chosen ZK in their year project "ENSAO Manager" for managing the school various
					departments. For now the computer science department is adopting ZK for all the next projects and moving old JSF
					projects to ZK.
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				The University
						of Manchester Intellectual Property Limited (UMIP) is the managing agent of The University of Manchester for
					intellectual property commercialization, consists of faculty oriented business management teams backed up by a
					central corporate office which provides company secretarial, marketing, legal and financial expertise. UMIP's role
					is to enhance the scale and quality of The University's intellectual property development and commercialization
					activities.
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				Beijing
						Institute of Graphic Communication (BIGC), China, is a general polytechnic university of technology, humanities,
					arts, and management. BIGC is among the first batch of higher learning institutions which were granted the right to
					confer bachelor’s degrees in China. At present, BIGC has 7,200 full-time students and more than 330 teachers.
					Teaching Management System,
					developed with ZK, is a web-based management system for teachers at BIGC.
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				ADempiere
					is a smart professional open source business solution that delivers ERP, CRM, POS, shop floor, supply chain
					management functionality. Now, ZK has been chosen to Ajaxify ADempiere Posterita, a full web-based
					highly enhanced Point Of Sale System. Posterita, Mauritius, is the world
					pioneer in designing, developing and marketing business for web applications based on ADempiere.
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				OpenCms
					is a professional, easy to use website content management solution. As one of the most popular open source CMS,
					OpenCms helps worldwide content managers to create and maintain beautiful websites fast and efficiently. OpenCms 7 is lanuched in July 2007 after 18
					months of development. QuinScape GmbH and Alkacon
						Software GmbH supported the development of the new version. In order to realize Web inteface up-to-date without
						complex programming, Quinscape integrate prominent ZK in OpenCms.
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				The Apache
						Open For Business Project (OFBiz) is an open source enterprise automation software project. By open source
					enterprise automation we mean: Open Source ERP, Open Source CRM, Open Source E-Business / E-Commerce, Open Source
					SCM, Open Source MRP, Open Source CMMS/EAM, and so on. OFBiz uses a "rich client" web UI via ZK framework. That is,a ZK frontend but an OFBiz
						backend.
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				LibX is a
					Firefox extension that provides direct access to your library's resources. LibX is an open source framework from
					which editions for specific libraries can be built. Currently, 61 academic and public libraries (Harvard, MIT, New
					York State Library, etc.) are offering LibX editions to their users, and additional 86 libraries are testing
					editions. LibX Edition Builder uses ZK as the rich user
					interface to build and manage LibX editions. LibX is created by Annette Bailey and Godmar Back. LibX Edition Builder
					is written by Tilottama Gaat and Godmar Back.
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				SunoMusic is an
					entertainment/lifestyle hub for anyone and everyone who loves Bollywood. SunoMusic aims to make South Asian culture
					more widely dispersed and understood as well as offer a platform for South Asian artists to promote themselves
					globally. The website of SunoMusic uses ZK right from the Dojo Fisheye navigation to the Annotation Binders to
					render music content.
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				DIYALOGO,
					Sirketlere tam donanimli ücretsiz web sitesi yapma, firma kataloguna katilma; üyelere profil olusturma imkani.
					Sektörlerden ve dünyadan güncel haberler. (Turkish)
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				999FANG.COM is a leading real estate searching engine in China. It is established by a group of professors
					and technical experts who aims to provide the most friendly real estate searching service to local people.
					Currently, 999FANG.COM covers 10 major cities in China including Peking, Shanghai and Nanking. ZK plays an important
					role in 999FANG.COM's searching engine by providing the functional searching user interface.
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				EN-UYGUN.COM
					is a Turkish price comparision site, which is fully developed on ZK framework. The site has a live searching engine
					that searches products online. Currently, it looks up for 153 online shops and lists up the best price.
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				WebAppCabaret is a leading Java EE Web
					Hosting and Outsourcing Service Provider in California, offering the latest standards based JAVA EE Servlet
					containers, EJB servers, and JVMs. WebAppCabaret's portal interface, providing various service options such as
					e-Commerce, EJB 2.x, the latest PHP, Perl and CGI scripting, is constructed with ZK.
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				eDigiCash is a leading provider 
					of e-commerce solutions for online merchants worldwide. eDigiCash Version 2 
					allows merchants and web admins to embed a powerful shopping cart and payment gateway into a website or blog. 
					The Merchant Administration Interface has been developed with ZK to shorten programming
					time and increase maintainability.

			

		

		
			
				REM - A NetBeans Module for ZK 

				

				
					
						REM is a NetBeans module for ZK application
						development. It can be used to create ZK web Applications, ZUL and ZS documents.
					

				

			

			
				ZK Plugin for Grails 

				

				
					
						ZKGrails is an AJAX plugin for Grails, 
						a full-stack web application framework built on top of Spring and Hibernate. Here's an article covering the steps to implement
						Load-on-Demand using ZK and Grails. View as well this tutorial with NetBeans from REM.
					

				

			

			
				ZK Mine 

				

				
					
						ZK Mine is a typical Mine Sweeper game written with ZK framework, almost the same look and
							feel with the Windows version. The source code is compact and written within a single ZUL file. Download here.
					

				

			

			
				riverPortals 

				

				
					
						 riverPortals is a powerful web application intended to deploy any portal solution either at
							the enterprise or in small business. Build up using the powerful RIA framework ZK, is the choice when deploying
							portal solutions. 
					

				

			

			
				BEEing
					 

				

				
					
						 BEEing is a Social Network Platform using ZK builded on a "wiki" like philosophy. Result is a
							flexible and powerful CMS that enable you to design Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0 applications. 
					

				

			

			
				Quire 
				

				

				
					
						A simple, collaborative, multi-level task management solution provider.
					

				

			
		
			
				ZKActiviti 

				

				ZKActiviti is a Solution for integration
					Activiti Workflow Software and ZK framework. ZK is used in the creation of user interface.

			

			
				ZappWeb
					

				

				
					
						 ZappWeb aims to provide you with a basic framework to start building secure Ajax-based web
							applications. More... 
					

				

			

			
				ROZK - Ruby on ZK
				

				

				
					
						Building CRUD forms with jRuby and ZK with minimal codes.
					

				

			

			
				Webapp
							Generator
 from JPA annotations 
				

				

				
					
						An application that generates ZK code from JPA annotated beans to manipulate object instances in-sync
							with a database.
					

				

			

			
				ZK based application  generating engine
				

				

				
					
						 Zforms generates web interface for CRUD operations introspecting model beans.
					

				

			

			
				ZiNO 

				

				
					
						ZiNO, standing for "Zino is Naked Objects", consists of a framework that provides naked objects
							development to ZK.
					

				

			

			
				Yomari WebDB 

				

				
					
						A web-based database access tool made with ZK Framework.
					

				

			

			
				ZK Knowledge Tree 

				

				
					
						ZK Knowledge Tree is a web based Document Management System based on ZK Framework.
					

				

			

			
				JavATE 

				

				
						
						JavATE, the Java Application Tiered Engine is a set of Java libraries that enables application
						development using the domain driven methodology. More... 
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